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NEARLY-ZERO-ENERGY BUILDING:
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СГРАДА С БЛИЗКА ДО НУЛАТА ЕНЕРГИЙНА КОНСУМАЦИЯ:
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Abstract: The study is focused on a multi-family building block of flats type and includes an energy analysis on its
construction and installations elements. Results conclude with energy performance indicators and recommendations for
additional energy efficiency measures. Different packages of measures were analyzed for economical efficiency and
appropriate conclusions are drawn. It is thus shown how a building can approach conditions compatible with “nearly
zero” energy consumption from classical sources, with reasonable costs for owners.
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towards NW and SE, the whole building having
open exposure all around.
The block, with a ground level, one more storey
and a technical attic, was built in 2011. The
foundation is made of reinforced concrete and is
continuous under portent walls. The structural walls
are made of two O.S.B. (oriented strand board)
panels with foam in between, in S.I.P. (structural
insulated panels) system. The roof, constructed with
Posi Joists beams, wooden structure, and special
S.I.P. panels, is covered by metal tiles. The
windows have thermally insulated frames of white
PVC and low-emissivity double glazing.
The electrical wiring and the sanitary and sewing
piping are the usual ones. The building design
includes electrical radiant panels for heating and
water tanks with electrical resistances. The
ventilation rate is achieved with special devices
mounted on the upper windows frames, with air
vents in bathrooms and cooker hoods in kitchens.
The building block includes 12 apartments of 2
and 3 rooms, summing a total surface area
(apartments, entrances and staircases) and of 835 m2
and a useful surface area (apartments) of 621 m2.

INTRODUCTION
The European documents and the national ones
transposing them consistently promote for the near
future a new concept, NZEB-nearly zero energy
building, for much influencing the current standards
for building design and technologies. The objectives
rose from the necessity to diminish the energy
consumption from fossil fuels on well known reasons:
national energy independency, limited fossil resources,
and environment protection. But the emerging
technology based on renewable energy resources
(RES) is still expensive and thus prohibitive on a large
scale. One way to generate economical efficiency for
investments in RES solutions is clearly a significant
reduction in the building energy demand while
ensuring the thermal comfort for the occupants. Once
this demand is very small, corresponding to near zero
primary energy, the required investment in heating/
cooling/lightning installations is not that important
relative to the size of the building. The present study
represents an example of this approach and starts from
the energy analysis of a building performed at the time
of construction. This was fortunate for the developer,
as results from the analysis could still be applied
before the building commissioning.

ENERGY PERFORMANCE ESTIMATION
One-dimensional thermal resistances, R, for the
building envelope elements are computed based on
their structure and of estimated convective heat
transfer coefficients at indoor and outdoor surfaces.
The R-values are then corrected as R’-values, to
account for the 2-D, 3-D and structural thermal bridges

DESCRIPTION OF THE BUILDING
The building, block type,
zone characterized by a
temperature of Te = -15oC
speed of 5 m/s. The long

is placed in a climate
statistical minimum
and an average wind
facades are oriented
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in the envelope. The average corrected resistance for
the entire building envelope resulted as R’= 3,032
m2K/W. In Table 1, corrected thermal resistances of
different envelope elements are compared with the
minimal values specified in the Romanian norms. The
criterion for compliance is R’ ≥ R’min[9]. The Table 1
shows that all the building elements meet the standard
heat transfer requirements.

worst). The Romanian methodology includes also
an energy mark that can range from 20-minimum to
100-maximum [8].
The preliminary analysis based on the design led
to an energy mark of 100 and an energy class of A
for the entire building, corresponding to a total
specific energy consumption of 118.3 kWh/m2 year.
Energy class is also specified on the last row of
Table 2 for each type of use, as corresponding to the
energy grills of Romanian methodology for energy
certification of buildings. Noteworthy, a building of
identical architecture but with the standard
requirements for thermal insulation, called „reference
building” [8], would have a total final energy
demand of 133,6 kWh/m2 year. Otherwise said, the
analysed building is more performant than required
by standards, although these were recently modified
at a pretty high level in December 2010.

Table 1. Compliance with the thermal insulation
requirement
R’
R’min
Element
2
[m2K/W]
[m K/W]
Exterior wall
3,169
1,80
Slab under the roof

5,161

5,00

Slab on grade

5,427

4,50

Windows

0,780

0,77

Total envelope

3,032

MEASURES FOR INCREASED BUILDING
ENERGY PERFORMANCE

All energy consumptions for heating/cooling,
domestic hot water, ventilation and lighting are
based on electricity. Table 2 summarizes the energy
indicators, as annual final energy consumptions
relative to the block useful surface area, as well as
the associated equivalent CO2 emissions.
Noteworthy, the heating season is estimated to last
132 days (November 9th – March 20th), which is with
about 80 days less than the heating duration for similar
in size buildings placed in the same climate zone.
The energy certification of buildings represents a
classification of buildings according to their specific
energy consumptions, such as to include the
building in one energy class out of 7 (A-best to G-

Energy analysis of the building block in Fig. 1
indicated an excellent performance if compared to the
standards used for regular new and retrofitted
buildings. However, additional energy efficiency
measures may be applied with acceptable economical
efficiency to reduce even further the energy
consumption and associated bills, approaching the
NZEB promoted by the medium and long term
strategies and action plans of the European Union.
The analyzed building is thermally insulated at
an appropriate level relative to the current
requirements (see Table 1). An additional thermal
insulation would not be economically justified.

August 2011

July 2011

September 2011

Fig 1. Building execution stages
Table 2. Energy and environment indicators
Heating
14723
23.72
7140
A

DHW
42359
68.25
20544
D

Lighting
9286
14.96
4504
A

Ventilation
38
0.06
18
A
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Cooling
7022
11.31
3406
A

U.M.
kWh/year
kWh/m2year
kgCO2/year
Energy Class
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The simulation of the building energy performance
put into evidence the need for summer cooling both by
increased night-ventilation and air-conditioning by
indoor air cooling and de-humidifying equipment. This
intervention does not attract energy savings, but a
significant improvement of the indoor thermal comfort
during the summer. And it must not be forgotten that a
non-consumption of energy that creates discomfort is
not « energy saving », neither « energy efficiency ».
A real energy saving can be achieved on a long
term by using thermal solar panels for the
preparation of the DHW in the tank, having
electricity only as a corrective energy source. This
measure is technically feasible as it was foreseen in
the building design as a possible future intervention.
Available space exists on the roof towards SE.
The building has private land around it, now
used as yards for the ground level apartments and
for a common swimming pool. A piece of this land,
as well as the little river running at 20 m away from
the building may be used to install a water-water
heat pump that can supply the thermal energy
needed for both space heating and DHW
preparation. Combinations of thermal solar panels heat pump - grid electricity may be also used to
cover heating and DHW energy needs.
The field landscape (i.e., open space) around the
building facilitates the installation of a small wind
turbine to produce electricity. On the vertical
supporting pillar, small PV panels may be mounted as
well, to complement the wind RES. These systems can
feed with electricity the outdoor lighting system, and
also provide some electricity for indoor use (lightning,
appliances). A cheaper alternative would be to have
only PV panels mounted on vertical pillars to cover
only the street lightning needs. Batteries for electricity
storage or connection of RES equipment to the local
electrical grid are also needed to ensure energy
availability at the time of consumption.
Three packages of measures are proposed and
then analyzed from the point of view of economics.

Associated costs, energy savings and emission
reductions are summarized in Table 3.
Package #1:
Installment on the SE roof of 9 thermal solar
panels with 24 vacuum tubes each. DHW is
prepared in two bivalent 500 l tanks, each having
one coil for solar heated fluid and a 2.5 kW
electrical resistance. This package may contribute to
energy savings of around 54% in the preparation of
DHW over a year.
Package #2:
This package includes all package #1, plus the
measures described below.
Treatment of indoor air with ventilo-convectors
mounted in bedrooms, living rooms and kitchens.
Halls and bathrooms are indirectly heated/cooled by
moving air inside the apartment. These ventiloconvectors provide heating during winter and
cooling during summer by using water treated in a
heat pump that uses the water of the nearby river as
heat source. The heat pump can provide 19 kW
thermal energy with COP=5, being able to cover
heating load and also the secondary energy load for
DHW (in addition to the solar). The cooling load is
provided by the same heat pump, with EER=4.6, in
addition to the night ventilation during the summer.
The electricity savings for DHW can reach under
these conditions 91%, i.e. 38495 kWh/year. The
electricity savings for space heating may be as high
as 80%, i.e. 11778 kWh/year. Compared to the
reference cooling with EER = 3, the savings
achieved with the better EER = 4.6 are estimated at
2442 kWh/year.
Package #3:
Installation of a wind turbine of 3 kW, with storage
devices or connected to the grid, capable of supplying
energy for outdoor and indoor lighting, for heat pump
electricity consumption, and for the electrical resistances
in the two water tanks. The electricity production over
a year is estimated at about 17520 kWh.

Table 3. Analiza performantelor energetice pentru pachetele de masuri propuse
Costs
Package (equipment
+ work)
Euro
9787
1

Lifetime of
solution
years
20

Energy savings
kWh/year
23038

Energy bill
reduction
%
31,39

CO2 emission
reduction
t/year
11,17

2

22000

20

52715

71,83

25,57

3

9548*

20

17224

23,47

8,35

4

31548

20

69940

95,30

54,65

* Invesment without outdoor lightning fixtures, evaluated at 1452 Euro
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- Specific investment (e) for the unit of energy
savings along the measures lifetime. This value
should be inferior to the energy tariff at moment “0”
to make the investment attractive.
It is mentioned that this simplified analysis does
not include maintenance costs for the purchased
equipment. The results of the economical analysis
are included in Table 4.
Noteworthy, all packages are economical
efficient in long-term; payback is in less than half of
the estimated lifetime, NPV is positive, and the
specific investment is much below the electrical
energy tariff.
However, it is concluded that the most beneficial
package of measures is package #4, where only
4.7% of the building electricity demand is taken
from the national grid, investment payback is 4
years and over the remaining 16 years the value of
savings rises to 255540 Euro, i.e. 8.1 times the
initial investment. Even considering maintenance
costs, this package is certainly extremely
economical efficient.

Package #4:
This package is the sum of packages #2 and #3.
Under these conditions, the building becomes
practically “nearly zero energy”. Thus, 10 lighting
devices of 55 W (outdoor and with motion sensors
at at least half of them) and the entire indoor
lighting need about 9700 kWh/year. The heat pump
needs electricity of about 7524 kWh/year, for both
heating and cooling. These two demands together
are below the energy produced by the wind turbine.
In this analysis, electricity consumption for
appliances is not considered.
ECONOMICAL ANALYSIS OF
RECOMMENDED MEASURES
Economical analysis of recommended measures
is based on the following assumptions:
- Calculation is made in Euros with an exchange
rate of 4,20 RON/Euro (NBR, July 2011).
- The specific cost of electricity is c = 0,3247
RON/kWh (without VAT) or 0,0959 Euro/kWh
(with VAT 24%) (Enel, 2011).
- The annual increase in energy price, 10%.
- The annual depreciation rate of Euro, 3%.
The economical indicators used to compare and
analyze the packages are:
- The net present value (NPV) of the income
resulted from the investment at the moment “0” in
energy performance and environment protection
along the lifetime of the implemented measures.
This value should be positive (if initial investment
costs are negative and savings are positive) along
the measures lifetime.
- The payback period of time (PBP), which is the
time when the NPV=0, i.e. all the investment costs
are paid back by the value of savings. The PBP
should be less than half of the measures lifetime.

SUGGESTIONS REGARDING
THE INVESTMENT FINANCING
It is recommended to implement the measures
during Spring time, in order to benefit over the
summer as much as possible. Financing of the
technical assistance, materials, equipment and
execution work is needed from legal sources:
owners resources, bank loans, subsidies from
national programmes, sponsorships etc. In case of
measure #3, about 17 green certificates may be
issued at a cost of 55 Euros (Romanian Operator of
Electrical Energy Market, 2011), which totals 935
Euros/year. If subsidies and green certificated are
taken into account in the economical analysis,
results are even more optimistic.

Table 4. Economical analysis of measures for increased building energy performance
Cost of saved
energy

NPV

PBP

Specific investment
e*

Euro/an

Euro

years

Euro/kWh

1

2208,51

84779

3,8

0,021

2

5053,50

194387

3,7

0,021

3

1651,17

61154

4,8

0,028

4

6704,67

255540

4,0

0.023

Packages

* It is compared with the cost of electricity of 0.0959 Euro/kWh
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CONCLUSION
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